2019-2020 GTU COURSES That Meet CDSP MDIV REQUIREMENTS

Note:

- Other GTU courses may meet some of these requirements if appropriate arrangements are negotiated with instructors. When in doubt, consult your advisor!
- Courses taught at other GTU schools often require supplementation in the form of additional reading or even additional course work in order to cover specifically Anglican material of the sort expected on the General Ordination Examination.
- The listing below does not constitute a recommendation about the quality of the courses or instructors, but only concerns the content of the courses as described in the course descriptions.
- CDSP courses are in bold.

Foundations:

Fall: RSFT 1615
Spring: none
Summer: RSFT 1615

Biblical Studies:

OT Introduction:
Fall: OT 1076, OT 8175, OT 1107
Spring: none

NT Introduction:
Fall: NT 1003
Spring: NT 1009, NT 8109, NT 1002, NT 1013

Biblical Languages (introductory):
Fall: BS 1002, BS 1020, BS 1145
Spring: BS 1010, BS 1021
Summer: BS 1110

Exegesis (requirement, in general, is that the course concentrate on a limited selection from scripture, and that a focused exegesis paper be written. For the courses below to fill the requirement an exegesis paper must be written):
Fall: NT 8250, NT 2225, NT 2235, NT 2523, NT 4450, NT 4500
Spring: OT 4422, NT 2000, NT 2277, NT 2520, NT 2530, NT 4062, NTBS 2500, OT 2076, OT 3275, OT 4420, BS 3600, BS 3831, BSRS 3050
Summer: NT 2xxx

History:

Early and Medieval:
Fall: HSST 1114, HSST 8114, HS 1080, HS 1105, HS 2498
Spring: none

Reformation and Modern:
Fall: HS 2776
Spring: HSST 1115, HSST 8115, HS 1081

Theology:

Theology I: Introduction to the Practice
Fall: ST 2188, ST 8218
Theology II: Deepening the Practice
Spring: ST 2488, ST 8288

Ethics:
Fall: CE 1125
Spring: CE 8125

Liturgics:
Introduction to Worship:
Fall: LSHS 1100
Spring: none
Summer: LSHS 1100

Liturgics:
Fall: LSST 2106, LSST 8206
Spring: none

Homiletics (introductory):
Fall: HM 1073
Spring: HM 2100, HM 1001, HM 8101
Summer: HM 2100

Pastoral Care:
Fall: PS 1010
Intersession: PS 1026, PS 1027
Spring: PS 1014

Christian Education:
Fall: ED 1225, ED 8110
Spring: none

Field Education:
Intro to Theological Field Education I &II
Fall: FE 8291 (low-res), FE 2180 (residential)
Spring: FE 8293 (low-res), FE 2181 (residential)

Anglicanism Area Elective
Fall: CE 2600, CE 8260
Spring: ST 2029
Summer: TBA

Interfaith Area Elective
Students are advised to examine the GTU catalog for interfaith-related courses and consult with their advisor and the instructor to confirm the suitability of a particular course for this elective requirement.

Immersion Requirement:
For students who matriculated before June 2019 (courses may be audited, or taken for credit as an elective):
Fall: none
Intersession: FTRS 2100, FT 1927, RSCE 2162
Spring: none